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Question: 1
A university wants to deploy ClearPass with the Guest module. They have two types of users that
need to use web login authentication. The first type of users are students whose accounts are in an
Active Directory server.The second type of users are friends of students who need to self-register to
access the network.
How should the service be setup in the Policy Manager for this Network?
A. Guest User Repository and Active Directory server both as authentication sources
B. Active Directory server as the authentication source, and Guest User Repository as

the authorizationsource
C. Guest User Repository as the authentication source, and Guest User Repository and

Active Directoryserver as authorization sources
D. Either the Guest User Repository or Active Directory server should be the single authentication

source
E. Guest User Repository as the authentication source and the Active Directory server as

the authorizationsource

Answer: A
Question: 2
A company requires AOS-Switches at the campus core. The switches:
Will act as the default gateways for several campus VLANs
Must provide redundancy for their services and tolerate the loss of a link or an entire
switchMust recover from the failure of one of the switches within a second or less
VRRP and MSTP are proposed to meet these requirements. What is an issue with this proposal?
A. VRRP provides redundancy against lost links but not a failed switch.
B. VRRP provides routing redundancy but not default gateway redundancy.
C. VRRP does not interoperate with MSTP.
D. VRRP takes longer than a second to fail over
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Answer: D

Question: 3
Why is a terminate session enforcement profile used during posture checks with 802.1 x
authentication?
A. To send a RADIUS CoA message from the ClearPass server to the client
B. To disconnect the user for 30 seconds when they are in an unhealthy posture state
C. To blacklist the user when they are in an unhealthy posture state
D. To force the user to re-authenticate and run through the service flow again
E. To remediate the client applications and firewall do that updates can be installed

Answer: A
Question: 4
A company has AOS-Switches, Aruba ClearPass, and Aruba Airwave. A network administrator needs
to set
up a new switch with the same settings found on other switches in the company. Which action rs
likely to bethe most useful to perform the task?
A. Access the Network Device view on ClearPass.
B. Use the configuration audit tool on AirWave.
C. View the current running config on each switch.
D. View usage patterns on the switches on AirWave.

Answer: A

Question: 5
What is the purpose of the captive portal URL hash key on an AOS-Switch?

A. It authenticates guest users based on the password the users enter hi the portal.
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B. It encrypts and secures the RADIUS messages that the AOS-Switch sends to ClearPass.
C. It does not let users alter the URL that redirects them to the portal.
D. It specifies the captive portal URL and conceals the setting in the config.

Answer: C
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